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Trauma systems and emergency medical services:

The missing link for tranexamic acid utilization in
major trauma

John M. Tallon, MD, MSc*†‡

Trauma remains a common and continuing clinical
challenge for all emergency physicians and associated
healthcare providers across all facilities and regions
from rural/remote emergency departments to large
urban emergency departments.1 With a 26 billion dollar
annual price tag, trauma represents a major preventable
economic and health issue for Canadians,2 yet this
disease process is still often neglected in acute care health
literature. Trauma is also a neglected disease in the
context of associated dollars invested in research.
Trauma research receives the lowest funding relative to
the burden of morbidity and mortality that it creates
when compared with all other diseases.3

Injuries are the leading cause of death for Canadians
between the ages of 1 to 44 years, and the third
leading cause of death for Canadians ages 45 to
64 years.4 Moreover, injuries are among the top
causes of hospitalizations for Canadians of all ages.5

Trauma remains the most common cause of potential
life years lost and disability adjusted life years and has a
significant impact on individuals, their families, and
their communities.3 Trauma, in its most dramatic
resuscitative acute phase, has outcomes directly tied to
the application and timing of specific interventions
applied by healthcare professionals, including airway
interventions, blood products, pro-coagulants, bleeding
control, optimization of hemodynamics, rapid transport
(to definitive care), and timely surgical intervention
as indicated.6

In the context of trauma acute care, I will specifically
focus this editorial on the paper by Ghawnni et al. on
the evaluation of the utilization of life-saving
tranexamic acid (TXA) in a tertiary trauma centre.7

In this observational study, the authors from the trauma
program at Hamilton Health Sciences Centre and
McMaster University bravely report on a retrospective
evaluation of a cohort of major trauma patients and
compliance with TXA administration. Their inclusion
criteria are those parameters defined in the CRASH-2
trial for the administration of TXA,8 combined with those
inclusion criteria used in the MATTERS trial,9 an
observational study that demonstrated a mortality benefit
in major trauma patients receiving TXA. I say “bravely
report” because their published results are less than
exemplary, with a compliance rate of 27.1%, hardly a
number that defines cutting edge, evidenced informed
tertiary (or other) care practice. They also note that they
are the first to perform this audit and publish it. By
publishing these results, I hope they will stimulate other
trauma centres to carefully review their own performance
metrics for TXA administration. Looking ahead, it is
possible that this metric or index may ultimately become
part of the expected requirements for future Trauma
Distinction accreditation metrics through Accreditation
Canada.10

The authors note that hemorrhage resulting
from vascular disruption remains the leading cause of
preventable death in civilian trauma.3,7 They also note
that the CRASH-2 trial recommends the use of TXA
within 3 hours of injury.8 They excluded from their
analysis those patients who received TXA at other
sending sites (21 of 534 patients), and their final cohort
for analysis, after excluding patients with missing data,
was 495 patients over a 2-year period.9

The authors report that their mean time to admini-
stration of TXA was 47 minutes, measured from the
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patient’s hospital arrival time in the group (27.1%,
n= 134) who actually received TXA.7 However, no
effort was made to determine and report the total actual
time from injury to drug administration. They assume
that their time of 47 minutes represents a good,
CRASH-2 compliant metric because this surrogate
measurement is within 3 hours of injury. However, this
time metric is insufficient in the context of actually
knowing the time of injury, which should be available
through the ambulance/paramedic patient care record.

The authors appropriately lament their poor overall
compliance with this readily available, inexpensive,
evidence-informed medication, which is now listed
on the World Health Organization (WHO) essential
medication list.11 They offer reasons for non-compliance,
which include inadequate in-house knowledge trans-
lation and implementation, the lack of a formal in-house
guideline, and lack of formal associated educational
initiatives. Also, although I agree with this assessment,
I also believe there is a further explanation that would
need to be addressed to approach 100% compliance and
to achieve optimal patient outcomes.

For these goals to be met, the entire trauma system
must be used; one needs to go further upstream beyond
in-hospital initiatives to make this medication admini-
stration successful. This medication should be given by
the first emergency medical services (EMS) personnel to
arrive on the scene; it should be given in the context of all
of the indications currently listed in Ghawnni et al.’s
paper, but, by paramedics at the scene, as close to time of
injury as possible rather than waiting until arrival at the
hospital.12 Furthermore, its use must be protocolized and
closely monitored through clinical oversight. If this is
done, there will be no 27.1% compliance rate at the
hospital, but rather a near 100% compliance rate (unless,
perhaps, some bleeding, dying patients are delivered
directly to the emergency department by a private
vehicle, and the TXA intervention is subsequently
missed).

Not only can TXA be given by EMS, but also it is
being given by EMS,13 and its associated evidence
virtually demands that this practice be taken up in the
context of time of injury, potential long-distance trans-
ports, interfacility transports, and that its impact is
highest when closest to the time of injury.14, In fact, two
further studies may widen indications for timely TXA
use. These studies are the Resuscitation Outcomes
Consortium (ROC) study of TXA in traumatic brain
injury (TBI),15 which is at the analysis stage, and the

CRASH-3 trial (still recruiting), which is also being
conducted to assess the effect of TXA on risk of death or
disability in patients with TBI.16 These two studies may
elucidate evidence that the clinical use of TXA in trauma
be expanded, an even more important potential reason
for its use to be implemented in EMS practice. Treat-
ment delay simply cannot be tolerated, as evidenced and
discussed recently in a meta-analysis on the use of TXA
in an acute severe hemorrhage.17

Again, I laud the authors for performing and
publishing this study. I believe that the critical solution
in the reported poor compliance lies in the optimized
role of EMS administering TXA as part of the entire
integrated trauma system. My sincere hope is that, by
publishing their audit, the authors may inform a new,
key metric in trauma care for performance evaluation
and accreditation.
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